[Targeted therapies of cancer: not lost in translation].
The term "targeted therapies" designs treatments directed towards molecular targets present on or within tumor cells, and contributing to the process of malignant transformation. These can be categorized in several different groups: 1) Targeted therapies directed against molecular targets which play the initial and critical role in neoplastic transformation; these treatment generally yield high response rates as single agent treatment. 2) Targeted therapies on late molecular targets contributing to tumor progression, but which do not correspond to the initial event; these treatments provide limited response rates as single agent but most often improve progression free and/or overall survival in combination with cytotoxic treatments. When the molecular target is present in tumor cells, but does not contribute to neoplastic transformation, these agents are generally non active in an in vivo setting. These observations point out the need to introduce translational research as a key element to schedule and evaluate the activity of novel targeted agents in the clinics.